JEFF MILLER
Account Executive
Jeff Miller was a client of Heiss,Gibbons & Company (HGC) in
1991, managing his organization’s unemployment program.
He made the leap into workforce solutions when the owner of
HGC noted his attention to detail and interest in the industry
and felt he would be an asset to all clients. Jeff quickly got to
work learning all aspects of the industry.
HGC had a unique structure. All staff worked as a team to
provide services to their clients. This meant that each team
member was cross trained in all areas from support services
to claims, hearing representation to account program
management, benefit auditing to tax support. Jeff’s ability to
multi task was an obvious asset allowing him the ability to
resolve any client issue.

Jeff obtained his Marketing
and Business degrees from
York College of Pennsylvania.
In his free time, he can be
found outdoors with family;
including his wife, daughter
and son.

CCC is a national workforce
solution provider with offices
throughout the United States.
CCC works with organizations
in all industries both large
and small. Contact CCC for
additional information.

As HGC grew, they felt it necessary to create a new position,
Director of Client Services. Jeff’s focus on the clients’ best
interests; experience with both for and non-profit employers
of all sizes and industries, along with his knowledge of
unemployment both locally and nationally, made Jeff a natural
fit for the position.
Jeff and his team strategized on key areas necessary to client
satisfaction, resulting in a team able to provide one of the
highest client satisfaction and retention rates in the industry.
In 2017, Corporate Cost Control acquired HGC, adding Jeff to
our team. HGC’s history (founded in 1944) and company’s
mission:
“To provide the finest Unemployment Cost Control Program
to those we are privileged to serve through a Professional,
Comprehensive and Personalized approach that will result in
minimal unemployment liabilities and costs for our clients.”
made them a natural fit for CCC.
Jeff is excited “to continue the commitment to “relationship focused”
customer service to the benefit of both existing and newly established
clients”. CCC is fortunate to add such a valuable member to
our team and we look forward to his contributions to all CCC
clients.

Toll Free 800.207.6926
www.corporatecostcontrol.com
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